High-speed wireless multimedia access is becoming a widespread need for both Business and Consumer environments. Satellite systems represent an attractive solution for broadcasting, multi-casting and point to point communications in the framework of the communication network integration. Indeed an expected trend of the telecommunication market is the expansion of terrestrial networks capabilities for both access and transport services. The provision of multimedia services by telecommunication operators requires the exploitation of the 20/30 GHz and 40/50 GHz frequency bands, in order to obtain the required bandwidth. One of the main problems laid down by the employment of those millimetre wavelengths is represented by the propagation effects introduced by the atmospheric components such as, gas, cloud and rain. The adoption of a large fixed margin system does not appear to be cost efficient. Therefore, the atmospheric fade must be compensated by techniques able to counteract the most relevant atmospheric effects in real time. Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMTs) or Propagation Impairment Mitigation Techniques (PIMTs) are requested to overcome fading in real time without the use of large static margins [1] .
INTRODUCTION
High-speed wireless multimedia access is becoming a widespread need for both Business and Consumer environments. Satellite systems represent an attractive solution for broadcasting, multi-casting and point to point communications in the framework of the communication network integration. Indeed an expected trend of the telecommunication market is the expansion of terrestrial networks capabilities for both access and transport services. The provision of multimedia services by telecommunication operators requires the exploitation of the 20/30 GHz and 40/50 GHz frequency bands, in order to obtain the required bandwidth. One of the main problems laid down by the employment of those millimetre wavelengths is represented by the propagation effects introduced by the atmospheric components such as, gas, cloud and rain. The adoption of a large fixed margin system does not appear to be cost efficient. Therefore, the atmospheric fade must be compensated by techniques able to counteract the most relevant atmospheric effects in real time. Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMTs) or Propagation Impairment Mitigation Techniques (PIMTs) are requested to overcome fading in real time without the use of large static margins [1] . In the design of cost-efficiency satellite systems it is of paramount importance to define a traffic management procedure to optimize the use of the satellite resource while providing the users with the required Quality of Service (QoS). However Fade Mitigation Techniques interact with Resource Management because of the variable capacity introduced within the system architecture. Different time related propagation information has to be made available and conveyed between the resource management agents. Finally some model of spatial variability of rain cell providing information on the cell movement across the system coverage is required to accurately assess the impact on system capacity of simultaneous FMT deployment in several user earth stations (UESs) . Therefore, the objective of this paper are three-fold: express the needs of correlated propagation information across the system coverage, present a tool able to generate numerically two-dimension rain rate fields over a large area and finally illustrate an example of application for an OPNET-based simulation platform of a Ka-band OBP satellite system.
NEEDS IN TERMS OF PROPAGATION INFORMATION FOR SYSTEM DESIGN
Propagation impairment mitigation techniques (PIMTs) and their associated resource management algorithms require knowledge on temporal (fade slopes, fade durations, frequency scaling and scintillations) and spatial dynamics of the fade.
2.1.
Fade Mitigation Techniques The effects of atmospheric propagation are very severe in Ka and V bands. As it is not cost-efficient or simply not feasible from a technological point of view to include a large power margin, FMT are required in order to compensate for the link power fade. FMTs can be divided into power control, adaptive waveform and diversity. With power control techniques, transmitted power (e.g. Up Link Power Control, ULPC) or antenna beam shape are modified to adjust the carrier power to the propagation conditions. Adaptive waveform methods consist of Adaptive Coding (AC), Adaptive Modulation (AM) and Data Rate Reduction (DRR) and translate into reductions of power requirements to compensate for additional attenuation on the link, and lead to modifications in the use of the system resource by acting on the bandwidth or on the data rate. Finally, Diversity FMT results in the setting up of a new link when the primary link is experiencing fading. The new link can be implemented at a different frequency (Frequency Diversity, FD), with a different geometry (Satellite or Station Diversity, SD), or a different period of time (Time Diversity, TD).
2.2.
Propagation Channel Modelling requirements originating from FMT implementation Efficient system design guarantees seamless operation of rain fade compensation and achieves an optimal resource management. Characterization of rain events in time and space is therefore a relevant issue. Regarding the temporal dynamic characteristics of the channel, knowledge of the slope of the slow varying component of the signal (attenuation) is required to implement short term prediction of the propagation conditions within the FMT control loop. On the other hand, the traffic management procedure optimizes the use of the satellite resource while providing the users with the required Quality of Service (QoS). However Fade Mitigation Techniques interact with Resource Management because of the variable capacity introduced within the system architecture. Varying capacity is due to Data Rate Reduction (DRR) and Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) techniques implemented within the FMT mechanisms. This issue is all the more complicated as various levels (Network level, where stand the long-term properties of the system in terms of resource sizing and planning, Call level, which concentrates on connections admission procedures performance, and Cell level) can be identified and induce multilevel interactions between processes located at different layers.
Different time related propagation information has to be made available and conveyed between the resource management agents implemented either at the physical layer (FMT functions) or higher layers. Propagation related information may include :° Near real-time and short-term meteorological prediction: rain fade amplitude and fade duration predictions.° Medium-term meteorological nowcasting information.° More long-term, quasi-static network planning information.
The system must integrate propagation and FMT information. The Finally, model of spatial variability of rain fields providing information on the rain cell distribution and movement across the systems coverage are required to accurately assess the impact of simultaneous FMT deployment in several UESs on system capacity. The next section of this paper proposes a new methodology to generate numerically over a large area two-dimension rain rate fields matching the local Cumulative Distribution Function of rain rate intrinsic to the simulation area. The tool is useful for system designers to evaluate, at any location of the world, terrestrial path attenuation or slant path attenuation for different azimuth directions, correlated attenuation at two different station locations allowing computation of diversity gain, and to synthesize spacecorrelated time-series, while accounting for the local meteorological characteristics.
TWO-DIMENSION MODELLING OF RAIN FIELDS: STOCHASTIC AND CELLULAR APPROACHES
The goal is to simulate a typical two-dimension rain rate field over an area of a few tens up to a few hundreds of square kilometres (i.e. the scale of a satellite telecommunication beam or a terrestrial Broadband Wireless Access network), whose properties are in accordance with the local climatology [2] . Two-dimensional rain rate fields are the kind of information available from meteorological radars, in the form of Constant Altitude Plan Indicator (CAPPI), giving the almost instantaneous spatial distribution of the rain rate over an observation area A o . Unfortunately, few regions in the world are equipped with meteorological radars properly operated for long periods. Models, therefore, have to be developed in order to provide the required data. So as to model the complex horizontal structure of rain fields, several approaches have been developed. These latter result either from stochastic considerations or from cellular considerations. Some of them are briefly presented in the next subsections.
Stochastic Approaches
In the stochastic approaches, the rain rate R is considered as a random variable and the rain field as a realisation of R in the horizontal plane (Oxy). The field is then modelled under the constraint of matching various statistical properties observed in real rain rate fields.
3.1.1.
Fractal Models A fractal is an unsmooth shape that is scaling, i.e where shape appears unchanged when examined by varying magnifications. Several authors ( [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , and many others) have shown that rain fields are fractal and that temporal and spatial structure of rain involves hyperbolically distributed features. These observations set up the challenge of constructing fractal models of rain fields with the above properties.
Reference [7] proposed a stochastic fractal model of rain which produces scaling and hyperbolically intermittent fields using the fractal sum of simple pulses (FSP processes, [8] ). The model requires the definition of three parameters: the scaling, the intermittency and the lacunarity. The authors then showed the possibility to turn this spatial model into a space-time model while their simulations showed the ability of the generated scenes to reproduce realistic features of rain, with scaling hierarchy of bands, fronts and clusters. The scaling behaviour of rain rate fields appears when determining the temporal and spatial spectral density of log rain rate, which follows a segmented power law. [9] took advantage of this observation to derive spatial-temporal statistics of rain rate random fields. Recently, [10] proposed a procedure to produce rain fields with the same fractal dimension and spectral density functions as observed in real rain fields from the use of the successive random addition algorithm introduced by Voss.
3.1.2.
Models Based on Rainfall Space(-Time) Covariance Bell [11] proposed a stochastic space-time model of rain fields based on rainfall space-time covariance. The model allows the generation, over an observation area A o , of a two-dimension rain rate field which spatial correlation is Cr (X) and which probability distribution of R is lognormal, with parameters µ lnR and σ lnR . It relies on the generation of random fields g (X) that have Gaussian statistics and are spatially correlated and represented as a Fourier series:
where superscript T denotes matrix transpose.
This approach enables the overall advection (mean horizontal moving) of the rain field to be modelled by using the time-shift property of the Fourier transform:
where V is the advection velocity of the field.
On the other hand, rain field time development is introduced by constraining the coefficients aK to evolve in time, so that their correlation should decrease exponentially with time lag ∆t:
where τK is a time constant. This is accomplished by letting the coefficients aK(t) satisfy Markov equations in time [11] . This approach can be easily extended to the generation of attenuation fields whenever the attenuation distribution is supposed to be lognormal [12] . Figure 1 shows the modelling of the rain field at t o (µ lnR =1.14 mm h -1 ,σ lnR =1.1 mm h -1 , cf. [11] ) (Fig. 1a) and at t o +∆t, where ∆t=12 minutes (Fig. 1b) . The overall advection velocity of the field is supposed to be 20 km h -1 along the (Ox) axis.
(a) Simulated rain field at t o (b) Simulated rain field at t o +12mn Figure 1 : Example of two rain fields generated from [11] at t o (Fig. 1a) and t o + 12 min (Fig. 1b) 
Cellular Approaches
Unlike stochastic approaches which consider the rain field as a single entity, cellular approaches split up the field into individual areas, the rain cells, defined as the closed contours over which the rain rate R exceeds a threshold value τ. These cellular approaches are all the more interesting as deterministic models of rain cells are available, allowing one to describe the inner structure of the cells from a small number of parameters. Whatever the cellular model considered, the two-dimension generation of a rain rate field from modelled cells requires the determination of a key parameter: the spatial density of the cells, expressed as a function of the model parameters.
3.2.1.
Goldhirsh's Model Goldhirsh [13] proposed a method for simulating typical two-dimensional rain rate fields, at any particular geographic location, from the knowledge of the local Cumulative Distribution Function of the rain rate ( [14] , [15] ). The method relies on the rain cell modelling by EXCELL [16] and allows to fill in the observation area A o with a population of cells with exponential profile and rotational
symmetry where the rain cell barycentre locations are randomly generated. To determine the rain cell spatial density over A o , Goldhirsh uses the analytic formulation of [16] , slightly corrected by [17] .
Rain Field Modelling from the HYCELL Model: Hybrid Methodology
The HYCELL model [18] strives to describe optimally the rain rate horizontal distribution within rain cells. The mathematical definition of the model lies in the combination of a gaussian function and an exponential one, the cells having an elliptical horizontal cross section. From a conceptual point of view, the gaussian component describes the convective-like high rain rate core of the cell while the exponential component accounts for the surrounding stratiform-like low rain rate. From the HYCELL model, Feral and al [19] have developed a methodology to simulate typical two-dimension rain rate fields over an observation area A o of a few tens up to a few hundreds of square kilometres. The methodology consists of a conglomeration of rain cells modelled by HYCELL and of two analytical expressions of the rain cell spatial density, both derived from the statistical distribution of the rain cell size, a parameter widely reported in the literature by many authors and in various latitudes. The scene generation requires, as an input parameter, the local CDF of the rain rate. The rain rate field is then generated numerically, according to an iterative scheme, under the constraint of accurately reproducing the local CDF intrinsic to the simulation area A o , and following rigorously the rain cell spatial density. All the potentialities of the HYCELL model are thus used in order to generate a twodimensional scene having a mixed composition of hybrid, gaussian, and exponential cells accounting for the local climatological characteristics. Figure 2(a) results from the statistical modelling of the rain field in the region of Bombay (l=18°54'N, L=72°48'E, India, tropical climate with monsoon system) for 0.001% of the average year. 156 cells are generated over Ao. 126 are hybrid, 3 purely gaussian, and 27 purely exponential. Figure 2(b) shows the conditional CDFs P(R≥R * /R>R r ) of Bombay derived from [15] and computed from the scene generated in Figure 2 ( Fig. 2(a) 
b) Conditional CDF P(R≥R * /R>R r ) for Bombay derived from Recommendation ITU-R [15] (solid line) and computed from the generated scene shown in

(crosses).
If the hybrid model and the Goldhirsh's model are attractive for system simulation insofar as they provide analytical descriptions of the rain field, several simplifying assumptions that represent sources of errors must be kept in mind. Notably, the rain cell location was assumed to be uniformly distributed over the simulation area A o . The generated fields should be subsequently reorganised by taking into account the internal organisation of true rain fields (intercellular distances, correlation distances, …).
Unlike stochastic models, cellular models do not allow to generate dynamic scenes. Nevertheless, these latter should be the starting point of a dynamic scene generation whenever a statistical description of the temporal evolution of the rain cell internal structure is available, from birth to decay, from the HYCELL or EXCELL parameters.
Another solution is to couple these cellular models with temporal series of attenuation to synthesize space-correlated time-series as used in the next section. The spatial correlation will be considered at mid-scale only, say an area of less than 500 km in diameter. For larger structure, no model has been developed yet (at least in the propagation field). To carry out this dynamic 4D-scene generation, the following step-by-step procedure is used: -
Step 1: Generation of a mid-scale static attenuation rain field with the HYCELL model. -
Step 2: Allocation of a dedicated time-series obtained from a channel model to each cell generated in the coverage. Each timeseries will be specified by : a maximum attenuation, a total duration (ratio between the cell diameter and the wind speed) and by the orthogonal distance of the Earth station to the cell moving direction. -
Step 3: Generate space correlated time-series synthesis using a channel model taking into account the variability of the attenuation inside the cell according to the initial rain attenuation field.
This methodology relies on the main following assumptions : large-scale correlation is neglected and mid-scale correlation only is modelled, the rain cell dynamics is introduced by one time-series generated for the centre of the cell.
4.
APPLICATION TO THE SIMULATION OF A SATELLITE SYSTEM USING FMT
A simulation platform to model Ka-band OBP satellite systems involving FMT has been developed. The simulation platform is built within OPNET simulation environment. This OPNET network-oriented simulation platform serves as the core tool enabling to optimise and simulate resource management techniques taking into account channel propagation information. The methodology incorporates physical layer capacity-varying Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMT) behaviour and channel information into network functions, which constitutes a novel approach of linking channel impairments to higher layers performance.
The simulator integrates three types of channel information: -PDF of propagation effects such as attenuation and scintillation -Space correlated attenuation time-series, -Static radar map of rain intensity field allowing to model spatial variability of rain cells in a medium-scale geographical area (200 km*200 km).
The simulator enables to derive substantial performance results covering different levels: system level (average throughput, link availability), call level (blocking and dropping probabilities), packet level (mean bit rates, buffer occupancy, packet scheduling statistics), and frame/slot level (slot occupation rate).
4.1.
System architecture Propagation modelling was incorporated into a network simulation software platform which models some vital resource management functions of the SAGAM [20, 21] Ka-band geostationary regenerative satellite system enabling to provide multimedia access. The system is composed of three different segments:° ground segment including 10,000 User Earth Stations (UESs) per spot, and gateway stations;° control segment constituted by a Network Control Centre (NCC) and resource management functions;° space segment with a regenerative geostationary, multibeam ATM satellite.
The UESs share a common satellite bandwidth resource using a DAMA-oriented MF-TDMA (Multiple Frequency-Time Division Multiple Access) uplink access whereas all of the downlink information is multiplexed onto a Time Division Multiplex (TDM) frame ( [22, 23] ). For Medium Data Rate UESs, DVB-RCS [24] over ATM mode waveforms are used at the uplink air interface and ATM cells are encapsulated into MPEG-2 Transport Streams (TS) packets on downlink in compliance with DVB-S.
Resource management agents are distributed between the UESs and the NCC. The DAMA is in charge of MF-TDMA slot allocation and uplink access control. The Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithm ensures that newly accepted connections can be served by the network while granting users specified Quality of Service (QoS).
To mitigate the channel impairments, three FMTs configurations were considered [25] :° "1-mode" FMT only using ULPC with a fixed convolutional coding rate 7/8 and a constant bit rate of 2048 kbit/s;° "2-mode" FMT based on ULPC and AC with coding rates 4 3 and 1/2, and a constant bit rate of 2048 kbit/s;° "3-mode" FMT involving ULPC, AC and DRR: 2048 kbit/s and coding rate 7/8 (mode 1), 2048 kbit/s and coding rate 3/4 (mode 2), and 512 kbit/s and coding rate 1/2 (mode 3).
4.2.
Issues raised by variable bandwidth FMT deployment DRR and AC utilised by the FMT mechanisms induce variable capacity. Indeed, the UES transmission rate can be reduced or more coding can be involved in degraded propagation conditions, while the user source rate remains constant. This might generate congestion and hence loss of ATM cells, resulting in a QoS degradation.
4.2.1.
A need for system capacity and performance appraisal The capacity-varying resource management schemes envisaged are a MAC scheme with dynamic frequency plan and variable slot lengths according to channel conditions, associated with a so-called predictive CAC algorithm making use of capacity reduction time distribution to accept or not new calls. These atypical schemes raise concerns regarding the system overall capacity and performance which need to be appraised through simulations, on the long-term view, and secondly, when strong propagation impairments happen. The behaviour of buffer, frame, call states is analysed and the results allow to assess the effects of impairments on the system performance, both at the physical layer (FMT switching rate, link availability, transmission efficiency) and at higher layers (cell, call, slot statistics, QoS performance parameters).
4.2.2.
Incorporating propagation modelling into network simulations The simulator exploits propagation and FMT inputs. Various levels of channel information with their related time scales have been differentiated and taken into account in relation with the resource management schemes [26] . More specifically, for the purpose of a predictive CAC, the following characterisation of the channel was made available from the mitigation components: -the current state of the system (FMT mode); -a short-term prediction of the link quality including information on fade and inter-fade durations, enabling to model a global capacity evolution function within the system.
4.3.
Overview of a combined channel and network simulation methodology Combined propagation and network simulation issues were dealt with using an approach integrating E b /N o time-series (local component) and radar image data (spatial component) within a simulation environment based on the OPNET network software. Moreover, the simulation platform implements some of the MAC components of section § 4.1, to study the access to the MF-TDMA frame, i.e. the uplink return link from the UESs to the satellite.
4.3.1.
Local time-varying component : Rain attenuation time-series for a single uplink This component of the propagation model relies upon 1-Hz sampled E b /N 0 time-series which are produced off-line using ONERA Matlab time-series generator based on Max Van de Kamp's two-sample dynamic model of rain attenuation as a Markov process [26] . This model is able to predict the probability distribution of rain attenuation, a short time after a measured value. For this purpose, the characteristics of the distribution of attenuation are determined, conditional to two previous attenuation values. Both the average and the standard deviation of the distribution were found significantly dependent on both previous values. The measured shape of the distribution showed a good agreement with a function called the 'hyperbolic cosine distribution'. Within the OPNET simulator, using the time-series values, ULPC and FMT algorithms are implemented [cf. Fig.5 ] and algorithmic routines compute QoS values (CLP, BER,…) [cf. Fig.7 ].
4.3.2.
Spatial component for studying simultaneous uplinks In order to adequately allocate the resource required by FMTs, its is essential to know the number of UESs which will be affected by a given impairment. For this purpose, a macroscopic medium-term channel propagation model component exploiting a model of rain cell spatial variability was added [18, 19] . This can be done in two ways: -To use a statistical modelling of rain rate fields in order to generate a rain field over the geographical area selected for the simulation [19] , as described in section 3.1; -To use a cellular approach as presented in section 3.2, that is to say, from a radar rain rate field, all the rain cells which constitute the latter are marked out and modelled with the elliptical HYCELL model, using a rain rate detection threshold of 1 mm.h -1 which corresponds to a radar reflectivity of 25 dBZ. (Fig. 3a) and HYCELL modelling of the same rain field (Fig. 3b) Assumptions of the model Radar images were used under some simplifying assumptions. It was assumed above all that the birth and death dynamic process of the rain cells was not to be modelled, which results in the fact that all rain cells survive and that their structure (i.e. their HYCELL model parameters) remains constant during the whole observation period. Each UES is defined by its coordinates. All N rain cells are assumed to have an elliptical shape and move uniformly in the same average direction and with the same speed v .
Emulation of spatial variability
Rain spatial variability affecting the signal attenuation patterns is emulated by jointly exploiting time-series and radar images both respectively generated and determined offline. The whole procedure for simulating the evolution of rain attenuation as undergone by a number of UESs being affected by rain cells modelled with HYCELL model is presented hereafter:° N UESs are located over the simulation area (represented by the black '+' sign on the figures).° For each rain cell affecting the i th UES, an attenuation time-series is generated using Max Van de Kamp's two-sample model. This model requires that two parameters should be defined : the peak attenuation A max (dB) and the event duration T e . ) is the peak intensity of the rain cell affecting the UES, i.e. the parameter R G of the HYCELL model described in section 3.2.2, α and K are two parameters function of the UES geometrical configuration and the link frequency, and L is the slant path (km). -T e (seconds) corresponds to the intersection of the straight line of direction v and containing the peak intensity point of the cell (where R=R max =R G ).° The obtained attenuation time-series is then re-centred so that the peak attenuation A max is at the centre of rain cell.° Consequently, through this procedure, each rain cell is associated with its own distinct attenuation time-series.° In a next step, similarly, the two points corresponding respectively to the first time when the station is affected by the rain cell, and the last time before the rain cell does not longer affect it, are determined. They correspond to the intersections between the straight line of direction v containing the i th UES, and the affecting rain cell.° Eventually, each attenuation time-series is weighted by its related HYCELL rain rate field spatial decreasing function. This model also enables to predict the behaviour of FMT mechanisms implemented within UESs located within a given geographical area, by just adjusting a small number of information: the number of rain cells, the locations of the rain cell centres
the direction and speed of the cell movement. Indeed, attenuation values are converted into FMT-corrected E b /N o values through an OPNET routine which emulates ULPC operation; these new time-series samples then feed another routine emulating the AC operation ( Figure 5 ). Eventually, QoS values (CLP, BER,…) are computed thanks to algorithmic routines using the time-series values. The OPNET simulator analyses the behaviour of buffer, frame, call states to assess the effects of impairments on the system performance at physical layer (FMT switching rate, link availability, transmission efficiency) and at higher layers (cell, call, statistics, QoS performance parameters). Figure 6 illustrates the concept of combining propagation information and network simulations. Figure 7 gives an example of output statistics at a selected UES in a given FMT configuration triggered by the status of the propagation channel. 
CONCLUSION
Efficient design of multimedia communications systems operating in the 20/30 GHz and 40/50 GHz frequency bands requires ad-hoc modelling of the temporal and spatial dynamics of the propagation effects introduced by the atmospheric components. Indeed, beside a conventional evaluation of fade encountered for given percentages of time across the systems coverage, additional information on the fade dynamics are required when it comes to the implementation of Fade Mitigation Techniques that should be used to counteract the most relevant atmospheric effects in real time. On the other hand, model of spatial variability of rain cell providing information on the cell distribution and movement across the system coverage is required to assess the impact of simultaneous FMT deployment in several UESs on system capacity. Indeed because of the variable capacity introduced within the system architecture, Fade Mitigation Techniques interact with the Resource Management procedure aiming at optimizing the use of the satellite resource. After a review of the needs of propagation information in the design and performance assessment of millimetre wave communication systems discuss, different solutions among which the use of the so-called HYCELL model have been discussed to generate numerically two-dimension rain rate fields over a large area. Finally a simulation platform to model Ka-band OBP satellite systems involving FMT is presented. This OPNET network-oriented platform simulate resource management techniques taking into account channel propagation information including a model of rain cells spatial variability.
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